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MADNESS2.WPD

OCTOBER 11, 2000

THE PATH TO MADNESS
Every attempt I make to bring order and organization to all
of the ideas-notes, scraps, essays-only results in their
proliferation. Paradoxically, even when filtering, when making
selections, the result is proliferation. In my quest for order,
organization, unity, convergence, oneness, more disorder results.
The amount of entropy created overwhelms any possible structure
created. The contents of my cup defies ordering. Any attempt
causes the cup to overflow. At some point, to remain sane, the
spigot must be turned off. Ordering requires an infra-structure
so that each item will have a place. But ordering is impossible
so long as the material accumulated continues to invalidate and
render obsolete all the infra-structures.
Must we ultimately choose between closure with order and
openness with chaos or is there some middle way? Is
incompleteness the price of order [and consistency]? Is disorder
[and inconsistency] the price of completeness? It seems that
Godel proved mathematically that such was the case. I can now
substantiate his results empirically.

•

A middle way? We seem to be comfortable only within the
castle keep of our representations-our words, images, music, and
equations. And we seem doomed to try to represent the universe
within the walls of this keep. A few courageous ones-mystics and
poets-from time to time venture forth, outside the keep, but then
only into the bailey. To venture beyond the outer walls of the
bailey in thought or even in imagination is to go mad. The
universe protects itself from the unready.
But perhaps in this contest between entropy and ordering, there is a clue to
morphogenesis. First we mttst assw:~ ouISfilVes--that the1e-i-s-mum.p_ortankliffer-enee-bet-wun
cQt.erderiag and homog~ing. The act of disordering may play some role in morphogenesis and
emergence, so long as the disordering does not turn variety into multiplicity. Certainly adequate
variety is essential to emergence, so proliferation leading to an increase in variety, even as it
leads to an increase in disorder, should abet morphogenesis. Thus an ecology, which is an
organization containing disorder, is a possible source of emergence and morphogenesis. The
record shows that radiants of emergence follow on the extinction of an ecology. Here again the
increase in disorder seems to play an important role. Paradoxically, randomness may be the seed
of emergence.

•

To claim that the path to higher order is through disorder certainly qualifies as madness .

•

ORDER0l.WPD

February 14, 2006

CREATING ORDER
A central problem that has engaged humanity over millennia is how to put meaningful
order into our experience. The task is rendered complex because only a portion of our experience
is manifest to the senses. While objects and things are perceived, the connections and relations
between them are not set).sory manifest and must be inferred through interpretations of the various
theories and construct✓we fabricate for the purpose.
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ORGAPRCH.WP6

April 3, 1997
AN APPROACH TO ORGANIZING

First we collect and assemble a pile of documents, files,
numbers, experiences, whatever. After the pile reaches a certain
size we find we can no longer link each item with its location,
this is because in our heads the locations are linked to one
another through random associations which were derived in a
different ways, some by source, some by date, some by an
attribute, etc. Humans, having finite informational processing
capabilities, reach the limit of their ability to cope with a
set of random associations after the set reaches a certain size.
This is manifested to us by th.e difficulty of retrieval of
particular items. At this point we are forced to organize.
And what does this mean?

•

What does it mean to organize?

_r:-·s "Jll'vi loo I

In assembling the pile we pre-organizecy by taking the mental
step of associating each item with a location. But to organize we
must now go beyond these [item-address] links. We must build an
[address-address] set of linkages. That is the addresses them
selves must be ordered in a more regular way than exhibited by
our original set of random associations. This requires an
abstract infrastructure possessing certain symmetries. {Since.
symmetries have the property of simplifying an arrangement to our
perceptions.) After we have put together such an ordered address
infrastructure, we can then link each item to an appropriate
address. We thus see that organizing has two operations: A} The
construction of an infrastructure, and b) the mapping of the
items onto the infrastructure.
And how do we go about making an infrastructure?

•

A man who had observed some Buddhist monks, asked what do
you monks do? A monk answered saying, "We eat, we sleep, we walk,
we sit". The man replied, "So what? I eat, I sleep, I walk, I
sit". The monk said, "Yes, but when we eat we are aware we are
eating, when we sleep we know we are sleeping, and when we walk
we know we are walking. That is the difference". In organizing at
each step we must be aware of what we are doing.
One way to create an infrastructure is 'bottom up'. This
involves beginning with the items themselves. Items are put in
juxtaposition with one another and commonalities and differences
are recorded. After much re-juxtaposing, the records will point
to 'commonality clusters'. These clusters or categories must then
be given labels. Items are then given a surname which is that of
the category cluster to which they belong. But the process must
be iterated. The items within each cluster are again
discriminated and sub-clusters formed. The sub-clusters are
labeled and these labels become the second name of the items. The
process is continued as far as resolving power permits. The
result is an infrastructure known as a tree. An outline is a
common example.

•

THEOLOGY2.WPD

October 21, 2005
cf.

')J)o3 ::::tz/i

THEOLOGY:CENTURY21 PARTII
3. Thou shalt have no other gods before me.
4. Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image,
or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven above,
or that is in the earth beneath or that is in the water under the earth:
5. Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them:
Exodus 20: KJV

The Deity is making it clear that He is not like anything on earth, and to make an image
of something on earth and pretend it is God, is an insult which will be punished. Likenesses of
anything that is on the earth evidently includes man. Thus the Deity wants to make clear He
wants no anthropomorphic projections put on him.

•

•

The fundamentalist interpretation of the commandment is that it is sufficient to destroy
graven images in order to fulfill the comman4m.-cwt.Je.g. the Taliban's blowing up stone carvings
of the Buddha in Afghanistan.] But nrore fop~~ted interpretations of the commandment go
beyond images of birds, beasts, fish, and humans and include anything we create and worship.
This interpretation creates a real challenge: Do not worship the King, the Emperor, the Pope, and
do not worship money, power, fame, and all the cultural institutions we do serve, (even ifwe
don't actually bow down) .
Then, there is a third interpretation: We must not substitute anything at all for God. This
would include any teaching [Bible, Koran, etc] or any teacher, [Moses, Jesus, Mohammed etc].
God is not to be replaced either by His Creations, or by the "Word of God". Nonetheless, we
either project a message onto the Deity or project the Deity onto a messenger. While God cannot
be defined nor described by any set of attributes, we continue to anthropomorphize God. We
insist He has to be like us. If there is creation, then there must be a creator. If there is a design,
then there must be a designer. All anthropomorphic projections!

It may be that scientists who seek to interpret the world in terms of processes, are closer
to obeying the commandments than are the theistic anthropomorphists. A process is not the
likeness of anything in the heavens above, the earth beneath, nor the waters under the earth. God
may not be a Being, God may be a Process. And the process scientists suspect is chance or
randomness. (While this is less anthropomorphic, it still is anthropomorphic.) Are we to accept
that God and Randomness are one and the same? No! But there are vectors that point to some
overlaps. First, neither God nor randomness can be defined. Both are too complex for our
limited comprehension. Second, an ancient Vajrayana description of the creative process has
111
Tathagatas juxtaposing random elements in the Shunyata to effect existence. Creation by tne ,?C'-t><
random! Third, white noise modulating white noise effects a gaussian or bell shaped probability
distribution. And successive iterations reduce the dispersion, with convergence to a Dirac
function. Again creation by the random.
,... f,tf'>'
0-,

As o_;IB Rabbi has said:

God is not a noun, He is a Verb.
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December 14, 1998

noisfood.wpd
NOISE->FOOD

Several years ago I bought an Apple computer and found that it was supplied with a good
random number generator. I wrote a program in which I modulated wh~te noise with white noise
and was totally surprised to discover that the result was a gaussian. Further, every time I iterated
the modulation the variale decreased, the gaussian became sharper. After a few iterations the
curve approached a dime fl.unction. This process could very properly be labeled "localization".
etc If,;,

At the time I had never heard of central limit theorems, a class of theorems that state:
Given a sequence {X 1, X2, ... X11 } of independent random variables, then the function,
11

(

~ Xi -

)

I111i

')

7

O"n

'

1=!

where m is the mean and cr 2 the variance, approaches a gaussian or normal distribution, as n
becomes large. ln other words the superposition of large numbers of random distributions (such
as noise) leads to a gaussian. My experiment on the Apple proved to be a case of central limit
theorems. (Powerful to discover theorems using injunctions, read algorithms, instead of logic.)
[But what of iterations decreasing the variance? ]
•

All of this takes on additional interest when we examine the process of collapse of a wave
function. The Schrodinger time evolution of the wave function of a particle goes from that of a
localized gaussian to one with ever increasing variance and non-localization. 1 This is the inverse
of the localization that happens under the iterated central limit theorem process. One could say
that decay results from no longer being fed by some source of randomness or noise. GhirardiRimini-Weber point out that a particle's state may be altered by receiving a "hit" [modulation]
from a sharp gaussian function. This in effect would restore localization as in accord with the
central limit theorem process. Afterwards the particle resumes the path of Schrodinger spreading.
The GRW idea is that a particle is "fed by gaussian food", or it seems more fundamental to say
since gaussians themselves are built from white noise, that the ultimate food supporting all matter
is white noise energy. Can we then conclude that the cause of decay and non-localization is some
form of starvation, lack of access to white noise? Such would constitute a very generalized
notion of the Second Law of Thermodynamics!
It is most interesting to compare the central limit process with the actions of the Five
Tathagatas. The Yairacona-Akshobya process is the original self-modulation of white noise,
creating a gaussian non-localized particle. Ratna Sambhava, Amitaba, and Amoga Siddhi
represent subsequent iterations resulting in the increasing localization of energy and the creation
of what we call material reality .

•

1

See, for example, Penrose, "Shadows of the Mind" p 332
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VAIRACHONA

PYTHAGORAS

MOSES

WYCUFF

AKSOBYA

SOCRATES

JESUS

HUSS

RATNA SAMBHAVA

PLATO

ST. JOHN

ERASMUS

AMITABA

ARISTOTLE

ST. PAUL

LUTHER

AMOGA SIDDHI

ALEXANDER

CONSTANTINE

REFORMATION

VAIRACHONA
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AKSOBYA

GALILEO
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RATNA SAMBHAVA

KEPLER

EINSTEIN

HEISENBERG

AMITABA

NEWTON

SCHWARZSCHILD SCHROEDINGER

AMOGA SIDDHI

ROYAL SOCIETY EDDINGTON--·
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LEIBNIZ

AKSOBYA

TURING

RATNA SAMBHAVA

SHANNON
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VAIRACHONA

PRECURSOR

AKSOBYA

SIGNIFICATOR-ADVOCATE (SACRIFICED)

RATNA SAMBHAVA

GESTALT DEVELOPMENT--RE CONTEXT

AMITABA

DETAILED DEVELOPMENT--RE CONTENT

AMOGA SIDDHI
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EDWHITE1.P51

DISK:TIME

December 12, 1991

MORE ON EDDINGTON AND WHITEHEAD
THREE ONTOLOGICAL AXIOMS:
Pythagoras speaks of the necessity for there to be more than
one in order for there to be existence.
Whitehead speaks of the necessity for recurrence in order for
there to be recognition and perception.
Eddington speaks of the necessity for difference, for nonsameness in order for there to be detection and perception.

Building on Pythagoras:
For Pythagoras the cardinal number one did not exist. Only
when cardinal number two came along did one and two both come into
existence. (It is easier to see that ordinal number one could not
exist by itself.) Similarly the notion of universe, meaning one
totality, is meaningless. There can be no one universe, it is a
misleading concept. There can, however, be many universes, but this
negates the 'uni' in universe. Totality of everything cannot exist
until it in some way divides itself into (at least) two parts,
where there is both an element of similarity and an element of
difference in the parts. i.e. there is some form of symmetry. For
the concept of symmetry implies the existence of both a difference
and a sameness in the parts. Thus symmetry is seen to be a
foundation stone of existence .
The notion of 'degrees' of existence can be introduced as a
measure of the number of symmetries that exist. Whenever two
'opposite' parts possessing a symmetry come together in such a way
as to effect oneness by obliterating the symmetry, theylose one of
their degrees of existence.
'
These pythagorean concepts are implicit in the creation story
given in Genesis 1. The void, the nothingness, the emptiness, the
sunyata does not exist. The separation of the emptiness into light
and dark, into firmament and waters, ... brought the world into
existence. Light and dark, firmament and waters, possess symmetry.
But there are also 'meta-symmetries' the symmetry between void and
existence, and the symmetry between Creator and creation, that
underlie all else. These meta-symmetries are symbolized in the
Tibetan Book of the Dead by the symmetric Tathagatas, Vairachona
and Akshobya who also demonstrate the necessity of self-reference
for all existence.
We can only surmise that 'in the beginning' the nothingness or
void resolved itself into four: Into the dyad of void and existence
and into the dyad of Creator and creation. But the void was there
both before and after creation. It is the symmetrical component to
all existence which sustains and preserves existence. On the other
hand, creator and creation both are sub-components of existence.
The Creator, God, came into existence only when creation came into
existence. But the void remains, it is outside time. It is the
external to all creators and creation from which innovation and
change arises. Only from the void can come the new symmetries
leading to further creators and creation, to new theophanies and
metanoias, to new heavens and new earths.
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RECORD01.W52

DISK:

February 28, 1994

In the Tibetan Book of the Dead reference is made to five Dyanni Buddhas or
Tathagatas. These are neither persons nor gods but represent processes having to do
with creation, life and death. Necessary in the process of creation is a self-referential
'sealing' of the act. The first Buddha pours information into a form, the second
Buddha enables the self-referencing of the form. The basic idea is that without selfreferencing there is no existence. This seems strange on first inspection, but as we
look more carefully at existence, we begin to perceive the validity of the idea.
In the book of Genesis, whenever God created something He then examined it and
sealed it with "God saw it was good\ an act of self-referencing. In the twentieth
century we have come to see that without certain 'papers' that self-reference us, we
are nothing. Birth certificates, social secm:ity numbers, green cards, etc. are essential
to our having societal existence. It is a fact that records, or some other form of second
self are essential to existence. When the great library at Alexandria was destroyed,
the ancient world which it recorded ceased to exist.

•

During the period of heightened fear of nuclear war during the cold war,
underground caverns were prepared in which banks, investment firms, insurance
companies, etc could store their records. If a nuclear war destroyed the records, even
if something was left of life and property, the social order would be dead. Who
owned what, who owed what etc if destroyed would wipe out the linkages that hold
a western society together.
When we destroy the records we destroy existence. What is dear to us in a societal
sense is held by the Book of the Dead to be true in a basic ontological sense. Without
both the form and its self-referential echo (e.g. a record) being intact, an entity does
not exist.
Any society, culture, group, individual can be destroyed by destroying its records.
This is because all entities are composed of monads (or nodes) and links. If the links
are destroyed, the entity is destroyed, and unless the monads find new linkages they,
being all alike, cease to exist by Eddington's ontological principle: "Uniform sameness
is indistinguishable from non existence."
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URVIB1.WP6

September 25, 1995

THE UR VIBRATIONS
Some recent ideas in modern physics have pointed to the
underlying structure of the physical world as being not matter
but rhythm. Some physicists, such as J.A. Wheeler, even hold that
the ultimate or ur reality is thought. Similar ideas have been
around for a few decades:

from Hierarchical Structures in the Cosmos, 1969
Hierarchical Structures, Whyte, Wilson and Wi~son
[The following from notes Santa Fe, New Mexico, 95/07/13]
The ur vibrations in the world result in infinite bonding and
dissolving combinations. This is the nature of Sunyata, the ur
process manifesting as impermanence and sustaining change.
In the absence of iteration of this repetitive bonding-dissolving
operation nothing permanent occurs. A 'Parmenidean" factor beyond
the fundamental bonding-unbonding must be present. Some bonds
must survive to serve as the elements of more complex bondings.
We then ask, what processes can sustain a bonding? What is there
that renders iteration possible?
One candidate is two level bonding. One level bonding is forever
immediately dissolved. But two level bonding can be both
sustainable and iteratable. The Tathagata Akshobya symbolizes the
processes leading to sustainment and allowing iteration. We may
think of the 'Akshobya operation' as self-reference, naming,
sealing, mirroring (but not cloning).

•
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"The cosmic diagram suggests some form of resonance as
the process of morphogenesis, as sand collects at the
nodes on a vibrating drum head, matter concentrates at
nodes corresponding to the set of frequencies S 312 -vf0 •
This raises many physical questions. Most importantly
what is it that is pulsating or vibrating at these
frequencies--some substratum, matter itself, or what?
Analogies to familiar equations suggest that from the
cosmic diagram, we have a.sat of eigenvalues
representing mass levels, energy levels, or frequencies
that are solutions to some 'cosmic wave equation'."

•
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Another process lies in the domain of the Tathagata Ratna
Sambhava. This consists giving an address to a bonding, a
reference to space and time, thus establishing two levels,
address and content.
A triple bonding is also one capable of sustainment. While the
probabilities of single encounters or two element bonding are
high, the probability of three element bonding is remote.
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Levels of bonding have different orders of lifetimes. This is
apparent in the mesa and macro worlds, the more massive
structures having the longer lifetimes. It presumably is also
true in the micro and micro-micro worlds. The elemental bonding
to which we have been referring may have a lifetime of the order
of a few planck units, i.e. the order of 10- 42 seconds.
It also appears that at higher levels the bonded structures
acquire a certain exclusiveness, that is respond only to certain
eigenvalues. We see this in atomic and molecular spectra and in
a different form, but conceptually the same, in the ability of
diverse species to mate only with 'eigen-species'. This is a
boundary condition for natural selection.
At a certain level of sophistication, the bonding structures
acquire the ability to replicate and to beget. [Replication or
cloning produces identical elements, while begetting is capable
of creating variant elements that are also capable of replication
and inter-bonding.]

•

Recapitulating:
Sustainment is effected by
1.
Two or more levels or dimensions
2.
Some form of self reference, such as mirroring
3.
Simultaneous triple or higher encounter bonding
4.
Additional sustainment is effected by linking to other
bonded structures.
[1,2 and 3 are Vairacona-Akshobya, 4 is Ratna Sambhava]
Are bonds intersects or unions and what role does the degree of
overlap play?
[Add material on standing waves]
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GURDCOSM.WP6

April 6, 1995

rev April 14, 1995

GURDIEFF'S APPROACH TO COSMOGONY
Gurdieff posits a cosmogony consisting of successive stages of
liberation instead of successive stages of creation.

K'

O.)

Prior to the first creation there was total and universal
potential. Then there was the formulation of constraints,
the making of the laws. that is, In the beginning was the
word.

1.)

The first creation was subject to all of the laws.
It was the creation of inorganic matter and was subject to
impermanence and decay. (Maxwell-Boltzman statistics?)

2.)

The second creation was that of systems free of the Second
Law of Thermodynamics. These were systems effecting mutual
sustainability, living systems that locally violated the
second law.
(Fermi-Dirac statistics?)

3.)

The third creation was that of systems free of determinism,
systems that could make choices.

{ [ 4.)

The fourth creation: Systems with the ability to c·reate
situations and objects of choice .

This Gurdieff cosmogony results in the usual morphological scala.
However, it is not given in terms of evolution of acquired
attributes, but rather in terms of loss of constraints.
Initially, the total potential was universally present, then
there was the creation of constraints and then the stepwise
liberation from the constraints. In this view creation takes on
new meaning. Creation is the process of delimiting potentiality
by the making of constraints. Evolution is the stepwise
liberation from constraint.
We may modify this as follows:
1) Vairacona effects an emergence from the Sunyata, which is the
the repository of infinite potential, by establishing
constraints. The process follows from [1-~) rather than from~,
that is by negation. Here 1 stands for infinity, everything.
2) A stepwise removal of constraints by Aksobya. Actualization
3) Testing of consistency and harmoniousness by Ratna Sambhava.

•

4) Exploring the possibilities, uniqueness and spontaneity by
Amitaba .
5) Modifications (actions) by Amoga Siddhi.

Cl_

Liberation here can be equated to the idea of sacrklization.
With each liberation, the world is sacr~lized. The final goal is
the return to the original pre-constaint condition. The world
will be completely sacrilllized when total potential is regained.
While Siva is called the destroyer, he is in reality the
creator in that what he destroys are the previously imposed
constraints. Vishnu/Krishna is the preserver/corrector
We may also think of the crucifixion and resurrection as
constraint and liberation. The deeper symbolism of the bread and
wine is constraint and liberation.
Much the same process is followed in quantum mechanics. The
quantum world corresponds to the Sunyata. Whenever an observation
of measurement is made, the wave function collapses and a wave or
particle is created. Observation and measurement are the placing
of constraint. Actualization is the process of localizing the
global.

•

In the experiments about atomic events we have to do
with things and facts, with phenomena which are just as
real as any phenomena of daily life. But the atoms or
elementary particales are not as real; they form a
world of potentialities or possibilities rather than
one of things or facts.
Heisenberg
from Polkinghorne's "Quantum World" p81
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The three bodies:
Dharmakaya
Sambhogakaya
Nirmanakaya
cf

astral body
etheric body
physical body
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Vairachona
Ratna Sambava
Amitaba

pure, clear, empty body
blissful, harmonious body
varied, unique body
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global, infinite potential
semi-global, eternal, exist for others
local, manifested in spacetime matter
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Thei Being-Function Matrix shown in Figure 2. 2 .
specifi!es the functional attributes at eac? level of
consciciusness. The specification of learning outcomes
of the :TTM used for environmental educati.on should be
guided ~y this matrix.
;
!

0

Levels of
Consciousness
I = I;
Creative

• Creative
expression
in material
objects

I-Thou;
Consci us

o

:I

,.

•

. Sensory/
Motor

1

Insight into
workings of
Nature

I-It;
Sensit:i.;ve

•Adaptive
skills
• Craftsmanship

I-Not I:;
Automatic

o

Nonadapt,i ve
manual skills

~
IntelleCtl;P?e"

Affective

Interpersonal

• Ecstasy
Illumination

• Transcendental
insight
~ Hypothesis
creation

• Inspired
leadership
• Power to
create
situations

o Impartial

• Originality
in thought
•Clarity

o Understanding

o Emotional
stability

• Logical
reasoning
•· Consistency

"Group sense
• Cooperation

• Motivation
without
understanding

c,

a,

judgment
• Power of
decision

Memory and
verbal
association

o

of ~eople
Friendship

a Herd instinct
• Collective
predictability
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April 10, 1995, rev April 13, 1995

ALTERNATE WAYS OF LOOKING AT THE WORLD
THE CALL FOR RE-ENTITATION
Entitation is vastly more important that quantitation. It is peifectly meaningless to measure
something with higher and higher degrees of precision, if the thing you measure is more or less
meaningless .... A real breakthrough, scientifically at least, to me is when somebody has
sufficient creative imagination--and courage to follow up, which may be even more important
to say "Let us look at the universe in terms of some new kinds of entities, some new kinds of
units; or, what really comes to the same thing, in some new way of combining units"; because
combining units gives a new unit at the superordinate level.
Ralph Gerard--Hierarchical Structures p219-220

IN WHAT WAYS MAY WE RE-ENTIFY?

•

SOME CANDIDATES:
1) By signification
2) By exploring new units, (Gerard)
3) By interchange of levels
4) By peri-dia interchange t¼-J\ SLJ'l/l-C1t'u

5)
6)
7)
8)

By the contruction of duals
By non-Aristotelean logics
By morphological negation
By Vajrayana meditation

dlf t,uf,,,

1 t,,l>1c{ rote&,
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SIGNIFICATION:
The material world is presented to us by sensory data. However the way it is entified is not an
imperative of the data. Experience leads us to significate certain configurations, (patterns of
entitation), as important to our successful functioning, ignoring or downplaying other
entitations. Thus our world is basically entified by our significations, more in the social order
than in the natural order. [include the examples of how frogs and hares significate-entitate the
world]. Indeed to entitate and to significate can come to mean almost the same thing.
UNITS:
When we translate our usual unit systems (cgs, SI, English, .. ) into "natural units", that is those
based on the fundamental constants of physics, c, G, 71 ..• hitherto unnoticed relationships
become manifest. For example, the relation between the Planck Particle, (length 10-33 cm, mass
104 gm, time 10-42 sec), other fundamental particles, and certain ubiquitous dimensionless
numbers.

•

LEVELS:
Examples could be the exchange of balls and boxes as employed in statistical mechanics, or
the exchange of address and content .

•

This involves the exchange of Synchronicity and Causality .
DUALS:
From projective geometry (flat Euclidian space)
Two points determine a line

Two lines determine a point

EXCEPT when the points coincide, then
No line is determined, but
an infinite number of lines are possible
through the two points

EXCEPT when the lines coincide, then no
point is determined, but an infinite number
of points are possible on the two lines.
In addition there is also the instance with no
dual: Parallel lines.

The interchange of line and point is an example of re-entification by the interchange of nodes
with links or of existents with a relations.
[Of additional interest here is exception to the law of the excluded middle. The statement "Two
points determine a line" is both true and false, depending on the disposition of the two points. ]

•
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LOGIC:
Alternate logical systems, involving A, no-A, not-A, no-not-A, etc.
NEGATION:
Approach as in sculpting, defining through removal of what does not belong.

/4p, ofiA.a-,{lf~

VAJRAYANA MEDITATION:
The Buddhist notions of illusion come down to mean that the way we entify the world is quite
arbitrary. That is that there exist many 'valid' paths across the world map. While Vajrayana
meditation by itself does not lead to a re-entitation, it disolves the mind sets that stand in the
way of recognizing and creating alternative entitations.

Sometimes the most important entities are invisible. Oftimes we refer to these invisibles as
concepts. Only in the 19th century did the concept of energy become manifest and only in the
20th century has the concept of information become manifest. I feel it is correct to include
concepts with entities, even though they are invisible and abstract, for concepts are the primary
blocks by which we entify the world .

•
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June 12, 1996

FIGRND1.WP6

l'IGURE AND GROUND
Figure is not perceptable by figure without both having the same
ground.
Figure is continuous and mortal, ground is granular and immortal.
Ground is Parmedian, i.e. changeless. It lies outside time.
Figure is illusory in the sense that it changes depending on the
ground that supports it.
Paradox: Figure cannot exist without ground for figure seeks to
exist for itself. Only that which does not exist for itself can
be self existent. Such requires no ground for it is ground.
Figure has many names.
nameless.

•
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Ground has many names. Urground is

A symbol is a figure that represents ground .
There exists a species of auto-grounds that interact to produce
figure. e.g. white noise.
An auto-ground is Urground or SAT. $RA/-; VI f'n.J
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November 7, 1997
AL TERNATIVES--APOPHASIS--ANONYMITY

ALTERNATIVES:

The real measure of a person's wealth is in the number cvv·-d
of alternatives to which he or she has access.

v· C!r

,'e fy

The motorists of Los Angeles have been well trained in understanding the value
of access to alternatives. Almost every week there are radio advisories telling drivers in
some part of the city to take alternate routes. L.A. drivers have learned to keep a
collection of alternative routes always handy. If, as is often claimed, that what goes on
in Los Angeles is the wave of the future for other cities, then the age of appreciation of
alternatives is soon to be upon us.

•

A pioneering recognition of the value of alternatives was made during WWII by
the astrophysicist Fritz Zwicky at the California Institute of Technology. Zwicky
developed a method which he called morphological analysis that allowed him to realize
several alternate solutions to a problem. Using this method he invented a plethora of jet
engines, including ram jets, pulse jets, ... independently coming up with the German V1
and V2 weapon systems. Zwicky felt that too long humans had not only been content
with a single solution but had fallen into being dogmatic about t ~ single solution,
persecuting those who proposed alternatives. The time had come to change this and
welcome all possible alternatives as providing a rich smorgasbord from which we could
choose the best solution for the situation at hand. It is this philosophy that causes us to
include ALTERNATIVES in our mantra for the 21st century.
Perhaps one reason that humans have been content with preferring the single
solution to multiple solutions is that they consider redundancy to be inefficient. (Also
decisions are a nuisance to be avoided whenever possible). But if nature goes heavily
into redundancy there must be some wisdom involved that we are ignoring in our pursuit
of efficiency. In the long term redundancy may prove to be of far more importance than
efficiency: Important for survival, important for innovation and important for emergence.
Since actualization exhausts potential, something is required from time to time to
replenish potential. We may speculate that it is variety itself that fuels potential and it is
depletion of variety that removes potential.
Pertaining to this, Stephen Jay Gould has shown that what bio-evolution is really
about is not the development of complexity, of more complex organisms, but the
increase of a greater variety of organisms. That is, evolution is in the business of
increasing alternatives, and hence overall potential.
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August 24, 1998
APPROACHES TO ORGANIZATION

The stages of arriving at an ontology:
►
Creating an epistemology or organizational infrastructure.
►
Collecting experiences
►
Placing the experiences in the proper boxes of the
infrastructure.
This process is cyclically repeated over and over as new
experiences are collected. However, multiple epistemologies
should be employed so as to disclose facets of REALITY, each
ontology being but a facet of REALITY.

The stages in the apophatic approach:
►
Start with dyads and generate as many parameters as
conceivable.
►
Extend each parameter to as many values as possible,
thus generating as many models as possible.
►
Systematically falsify the models.
This approach is based on going beyond "an" and "the" to "all".
It is Zwicky's morphological matrix subjected to Popper's
falsification. Mathematics is an example. It is the task of
mathematics to generate as many constructs as possible. It is the
task of science to decide which of these constructs contains the
observed world.

The stages of synthetic development:
►
Juxtaposition for consilience = finding the commonalities
contained in the juxtaposed elements.
►
Juxtaposition for symmetry= finding the symmetries
contained in the juxtaposed elements.
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Although imagination goes beyond experience, it is nonetheless
based on and therefore limited by experience.
In other words the
horizon of imagination extends beyond the horizon of experience
but is nonetheless a horizon beyond which we do not conceive. The
horizon of experience is the horizon of perception, the horizon
of imagination is the horizon of conception. Both are horizons
beyond which we are unable to go.
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DRAFT

DECEMBER 13, 2000

NOVO COGNITIO
TOWARD COGNITIVE EMERGENCE
We Shall Require a Substantially New Manner
Of Thinking If Mankind Is to Survive.

- Einstein
In company with Einstein there are many 20th Century scientists, philosophers, authors,
and theologians who have called for a re-examination of the basic canons of Western thought.
And currently entrepreneurs and industrialists are putting a premium on those who "can think
outside the box". What this says is, that in spite of the many successful theories and models that
have been created using the cognitive tools of Aristotle, Descartes, Bacon, and Newton, we have
not become the kind of architects who can successfully design holistic and coherent structures
that validly accord with the totality of our experience. Among the disciplines into which we
compartmentalize our knowledge and methodologies, science has arguably been the most
successful, and many have felt willing to delegate all enquiry to the methodology of science. But
in the past half century science itself has demonstrated the limits of its methodology and
scientists have become prominent among those who are calling for new ways of thinking ..

•

Thinking in the box for ways to think outside the box may get us nowhere, but that being
where we are, that is where we must begin. So an "in the box" approach following traditional
thinking patterns is our immediately available launch pad. How do we organize our thinking
processes? Perhaps by sequential steps.
COGNITIVE STEPS:
I.
Data Collection
Involves input channels, [duplexing?]
Perception [sensory], Intuition, Recognition, Synchronicity, .S--tn""-ot,f?.ty
Involves conceptualization
Data Organization
II
Involves infrastructures or paradigms,, Mcdv- /u,,, 1 G-r,:; v~
I11volves filtering and signification
II .
kt·,,1 .,.,.,,-,.,,__o/ &r ~if~ Cl--$,l'-7""•"'-7
D ata P rocessmg
III
Involves reconceptualization
Involves representation
Involves aggregation and de-aggregation
IV
Interpretation of 'packages', concepts and theories
Evaluation and Implications of the 'packages'
V
VJ
~rA4t-°1)~ £., /)fi/ )tt«'/ll\.,1¼J
11

k
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First, what are our traditional cognitive 'channels'? Where by a channel is meant the mode of
data input separate from the mode of data processing. [if mode of input and mode of processing
can be separated] We are aware of four cognitive channels. 1) the sensory channel, 2) the
intuitive channel, the 3) the recognition channel, and 4) the synchronicity channel.
SOME WESTERN PROPOSALS
Listed here are some suggestions for alternative ways of thinking about ourselves and the world
that have been proposed by thinkers from different disciplines.
Fritjof Capra in his book, "Belonging to the Universe", focuses on new paradigms for the
coming century:
Fritz Zwicky in the book, "New Methods of Thought and Procedure", develops a system he
terms, "Morphological Thinking", which focuses on both processing and paradigms.
Lancelot Law Whyte focuses on the paradigm of "Pattern"
Paul Feyerabend focuses on alternatives and the dangers of dogma, and of ignoring or denying
phenomena that do not fit with current theories.

•
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William Irwin Thompson has experiments with the technique of "juxtaposition" in which
phenomena with no apparent relation to each other are exposed to a "mutual dialogue" with one
another to see what emerges.
Carl Jung considers that the phenomenon he calls synchronicity puts current views of induction
and probability into question .. White noise modulated by white noise results in a gaussian, and
iteration results in ever decreasing dispersions. These require a new look at randomness and
probability.
Ralph Gerard calls for depackaging and re-entifying our experiences. Take it all apart and put it
together in different ways. The non-localism of quantum mechanics affirms Gerard's call for the
need to re-entify.
Claude Levi-Strauss and other structuralists propose going beyond the cognitive habits of
establishing commonalities and differences and study the "differences that resemble each other"'.
The reductionism of John Locke [the explanation lies in the interior] is to be balanced with the
contextualism of Ernst Mack [the nature of each object is limited by the whole]. Where we feel
the inside [content] is the essence we must examine the role of the outside [context]. Where we
feel the context [outside] is the essence we must examine the role of the inside [content]. This
includes placing the observer both inside and outside the system.

•

The ancient symbol of the Uroborus, the snake swallowing itself, what Hofstaedter calls a
2
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strange loop, what Blake remarked as "seeing a world in a grain of sand and a Heaven in a wild
flower." materialized with the invention of the hologram. This and the knowledge from DNA of
the mutual containment of genotype and phenotype all call for an entirely new way of looking at
parts and wholes.
Multiple levels must be allowed. The insistence that all phenomenon must at root be of the same
substance, matter, spirit, thought, whatever, is a very restrictive thinking box.
The current emphasis on the polarization aspects of dialectics must be replaced with emphasis on
the opportunities for emergence.
Dogma must be replaced by alternatives, and even though many of the alternatives contain error,
their multiplicity facilitates correction. A paraphrase of Godel's incompleteness theorem would
say that "What is perfect [dogma] cannot be complete, and what is complete cannot be perfect."
Perhaps the most important change in our way of thinking will be to abandon the concept of
"Truth". Truth is a reference to some inaccessible whole, but experience is limited to parts,
aspects, and facets. What we know may be valid, but its validity is limited in time and space, it is
not universal.
SOME EASTERN ALTERNATIVES

•

The foregoing are all proposals by thinkers in the "Western Box". When we look at some of the
traditional approaches of Eastern Thinkers, we see a different box.
Eastern ideas include a basic four fold logic instead of Aristotle's two fold logic, [Escape from
the law of the excluded middle]. For example: 1) true, 2) false, 3) both true and false, 4) neither
true nor false. In addition the juxtaposing of two dyads resulting in a four fold argument often
resolves polarizations.
Eastern wisdom would also say that the West has ignored the importance of nothingness, and
non-existence. There are many kinds of nothingness, and as many species of non-existence as of
existence. Fractals and matroshka dolls both involve empty spaces, nothingnesses that intervene
between somethingnesses. Is the emptyness really empty?
Finally, the epistemology of stillness and silence must receive a place in the new thinking. Both
Kukai and Schopenhauer recognized the thought limitations of words, symbols, and images .

•
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THE CALL FORRE-ENTIFICATION

A call for re-entification is the intellectual counter-part
of a call for spiritual transformation
A word about the initial recognition of elements. I like the word, "entitation", the identification
of entity. I assert that entitation is vastly more important than quantitation. A real breakthrough
would be when somebody has sufficient creative imagination --and the courage to follow it up,
which may be even more important--to say, "Let us look at the universe in terms of some new
kinds of entities or modules, at some new kinds of units, and at some new ways of combining
them. -RALPH GERARD
Several fundamental propositions are herewith listed to be used in constructing re-entifications.
They will be used as postulates.
1.
The important jump that must now be made is from the morphological to the functional,
from products to processes, from nouns to verbs ..

•

•

2.
We possess both a set of experiences and a set of beliefs. Our experiences shape our
beliefs and our beliefs delimit our experiences. We both believe it when we see it and see it
when we believe it.
3.
A most important dyad is that of quantity and quality. Quantification depends on
measurement which in tum depends on regularity and repeatability. Quality is not measureable
and is associated with that which is unique .

Page 4
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PROCESSING EXPERIENCE
VAIRACONA THE SOURCES OF EXPERIENCE
INPUTS AND RESPONSE
The source channels may be encountered passively or intentionally. What is called
empirical is the element of intention included in the following.
Perception: sensory, gestalt perception
Intuition: recognition, revelation
Feeling: emotion, the heart, the spiritual
Imagination: belief
AKSHOBYA THE SELECTION OF EXPERIENCE
SIGNIFICATION I
This is about the basis on which experiences are captured, noted, recorded or on the other
hand missed, ignored or rejected.
Repetition, multi-occurrence
rtv 1;; v c rJ&!I
Re-Gvt--ftllr,y - 1r-Rc1+1:,-r Y fll'rL
Multi-sensorial channel
Multi-observer, consensus
The Improbable, so rare as to gain notice, cycle or unique

•

THE REPRESENTATION OF EXPERIENCE SYMBOLIZATION
This is about the creation of symbols to represent experience. These symbols are
elements in the set we call knowledge. It must be emphasized that all representations truncate
the experience. The map or the picture is not the same as that which it represents. Although the
symbols may participate in that which they represent. Definitions, both direct and apophatic, are
cross symbolizations.
Articulation verbalization, words, language
Images
Sounds, music
Models, mathematics
f\tf-vv<t.S

RATNA SAMBHAVA THE ORGANIZATION OF EXPERIENCE
This is about ways or modes of knowing. All of the modes are interlaced in a complex
manner. Knowledge is constructed in part by each of these modes. Decisions concerning what is
relevant and what is valid are frequently made by authority, by the authority of tradition, which
is the accumulated experience of a culture, or sometimes by the authority of political or
ecclesiastical power.
Rational, what is relevant or irrelevant, SIGNIFICATION II Involves values
Critical, what is valid or invalid Involves tests
Logical, what is consistent or inconsistent Involves rules
Total, involves the entire organism, Music, dance,

•
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TELINT.WPD

February 9, 2006

TELESCOPES AND INTELLIGENCE
SOME METAPHORS
TELESCOPES

INTELLIGENCE

Light gathering power:
photons/second
proportional to the lens or
mirror diameter squared

Data processing power:
bits/second
proportional to the number of
parameters in the database squared

Magnification range:
Wide field to high detail
ratio, (measured by lens
focal length to eyepiece
focal length ratio)

Identification range:
Big picture to detail
discrimination ratio

Direction positioning:
Two coordinates,
declination and
right ascension

Thought positioning:
Two coordinates,
concentration and
attention span

The overall power of a telescope is seen to depend on its size, focusing range, and
steadiness in tracking objects. There is also the matter of selecting which objects to observe and
knowing when best to observe them. In addition there are contextual parameters , such as
atmospheric turbulence and sky darkness, that affect overall telescope power and usefulness..
Finally, the usefulness of a telescope depends on how the results of the observations are
integrated with other observations and with the theories that attempt to synthesize all
observation.
Overall intelligence depends on the amount of data one is able to process; on the
flexibility in moving between details and big pictures; and on how big a big picture can be
entertained and what detailed discriminations can be perceived. Intelligence requires criteria for
establishing priorities and selecting which ideas, concepts, problems and issues to engage, and
the timing. Effective application of intelligence requires insight into contextual parameters such
as differences in cultural thinking and values and what is changing and the rates of change.
Finally, intelligence is measured by the ability to see new patterns in the data with imagination
and openness replacing ideologies and dogmas .
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January 9, 1991
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In the golden age of radio
comedians,
one season,,wa
Wynn broadcast
a series of parodies of program notes ~ famous operas. I recall
the night he was presenting Wagner's opera, The Flying Dutchman:
"As the curtain rises a terrible storm is raging off the
Cape of Good Hope at the southern tip of Africa. A lone
ship shorn of its sails and masts is being mercilessly
tossed by mountainous waves. But neither the storm nor
the waves bother our hero---who at the time is shooting
pool in a bar in Brooklyn."

The humor in this lies not only in its unexpected twist but in its
reflection of the contrast between our personal activities and what
the story is all about. I sometimes feel this way about our
scientific activities. The great cosmos its contents and processes
are like the ship off there in the storm and our research is like
the billiard game, which very faintly--if at all--has anything to
do with what is of ultimate consequence. The only aspect that is
missing from the pool room metaphor is the illusion in our
scientific thinking that the two are intimately connected. So for
us, as for Wynn, the remainder of the opera focuses on the game in
the bar.

•

But while the billiard game of Wynn's opera is mostly unrelated to
the ship storm action in Wagner's opera, there are connections
between the two. If metaphorically speaking, science is taken as
the billiard game, what discipline do we have that gives us insight
into possible meaningful connections between our games and cosmic
events? Is it religion? philosophy? or some yet to be developed
discipline? Perhaps there is or need be no connection, but if that
be the case then the humor, the life, and the whole point of the of
the Wynn opera disappears. But there is life and there is humor and
there must be some role for our games in the cosmic order. While
for the most part we must be content to play our games, yet from
time to time we cannot help but wonder about their role in the
bigger opera.
Some say there is no Wagner opera, it is just an artifact to launch
our Brooklyn scenario. Others claim the two are one. While still
others maintain the Wynn opera has displaced and replaced the
original .
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DISK:EPIONTOLOGY
MYSTCONG.WPW
ORIGINAL May 23, 1993
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ON MYSTERIES AND CONGERIES
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A MYSTERY IS A SET OF POSSIBILITIES ONLY ONE OF WHICH IS TRUE.
A CONGERIES IS A SET OF FACETS ALL OF WHICH ARE TRUE.
/~
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Sets of possibilities may be classified in two categories:
1) The first category we shall call a mystery. It is a
collection or set of events or configurations only one of
which is real or true, the others possibly differing from
the true by only minute amounts or details. The task is to
decide which is the real or true member of the set.
EXAMPLE: The Great Pyramid of Gizeh. Its design fits many
mathematical models. The builders probably employed a
particular model in their design. Which one?
EXAMPLE; The curvature of space-time. Do we live in a
universe whose curvature is> 0, = 0, or< 0?

•

2) The second category we shall term a congeries. It is a
collection or set of events or configurations all of which
are real or true. Usually the members or facets of the set
may not be seen simultaneously, in fact it may be possible
to view but one at a time. The task is to construct the set
as an entity from knowledge of the attributes of its various
facets.
EXAMPLE: Quantum reality. The nature of fundamental
particles seems to depend on how they are observed. Each
mode of observation results in a different aspect or facet
of the particles (e.g. wave and particle). All are true but
what is the "defaceted" structure?
EXAMPLE: Altered states of consciousness. There appear to
be several states of consciousness only one of which can be
present at one time. Can we construct Consciousness from the
attributes of the various states or facets?
The ur-problem often is to determine whether we are dealing with
a mystery or a congeries.
EXAMPLE: Afterlife. Is there life after death, if so is it a
mystery or a congeries? Is there one true situation or are there
many depending on ... ? Is it decided or constructed?
EXAMPLE: Theology. Is the subject matter of theology a mystery or
a congeries?
f/-!A,;vV'/)..._: rYnf--J( 0 ,,7 v
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When we are dealing with a mystery there is decision, selection,
and exploration. When we are dealing with a congeries there is
construction, creation, and invention. Ultimately the quadric:
Pre-existing (f"i')(~d.'j
Mystery - - - - - - - I - - - - - Congeries
f frv~
Currently Created
/Jll1Cf/U
7 frvf
( c hari1 /,,,,f)
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DISK:EPIONTOLOGY

April 10, 1991

We may take it as manifestation that our social order has truly been transformed
if some day we shall see a monument erected to the memory of the collective thinkers
who synthesized what is now known as "Cybernetics". A monument somewhat in the vein
of the marines raising the flag on lwo Jima, but celebrating a triumph of human
collaboration in creativity rather a triumph of human collaboration in destruction.
Aside from the revolutionary epistemological value itself which is inherent in the
concept of cybernetics, there are two other noteworthy features associated with its
emergence. There is its creation through the operation of a "group mind" involving men
and women from diverse specialties transcending their individual limitations and
synthesizing a whole greater than the sum of the parts. And there is the fact that this is
an American contribution to human knowledge and culture. By American is meant PanAmerican, not United States. The work was done in the shadow of ancient Teohuatkan, Teol-d11.H-tC:..
and in some very real sense expresses at long last an epistemological statement about the
world made by, as well as in, this hemisphere. Clearly in the concept of cybernetics is
something that departs radically from the worldview of the Greeks and their European
successors. Cybernetics opens the door on a new way to think about the world and its
contents, not only a new way to think about classical questions, but to introduce and think
about a new and different genre of question.
t f- 0 fiu Vtl/1Ac{ful-kt. oi 1Zewr6i&-i1]

f ['

But in spite of this emergence of an American epistemology, as different from
classical western ideas as is Chinese thought, Americans are indifferent and ignorant of it.
Again it is the Europeans who have recognized the philosophical significance of
cybernetics and co-opted into their thinking. But in any event we may say that there are
now three great traditions of thought on our planet: The Far Eastern, The Near EastEuropean, and now the American. It is our challenge, in the spirit of what has long dwelt
in this continent, to develop this alternate way of seeing the world .

•

The incident was closed but the experience was not. I settled my mind by deciding
that my picking up the stone and the occurrence of the storm was purely a coincidence.
The dialog with tfie "storm god" and the ensuing abatement ofthe storm was not magic,
just more coincidence. But with coincidence and imaginatiop./put out of the way there was
still something that bothered me. I, and not I alone, did se.ea face. But that too had a ready
explanation in terms of shadow patterns. All of the separate pieces of the incident could be
easily explained and dismissed, but the experience as p:'whole seemed to contain a
message that should not be dismissed. To complete tfie gestalt one additional fact was
needed. Would t~.e f!cet- ~ there again on the nex~/~veninnf ~a~f:
-· ;,/~< f"'
,¼,~ -f What was tfl-€-SLef!TI;::g:'1~ telling us? The qtessage . seem elfto £f:fiie same that ;,,,It,.. 4
Plato had received some twenty five centuries g,~fore: I~ .rea'TI~ ~n i sion, a pattern
shadows? for Plato on the Wall of a cave, for yA on the fa~e of a cliff. uman sen•~-experience has been compare1 to communiy~tion. First, there is the message source, g,eRt WJc.'l7v-,/
a communication channel, and\thirdl a re9eiver. In the present case, the source is the set
of actual rock indentations and Protuberarices on the face of the cliff, the channel is the
sunlight reflected by the cliff, and-the receivers are ~gawkers on the sand bar. The
sunlight interacts with the rock sh.i'pe~to create a pattern of reflected light and shadow
which is perceived by ~pbservers\ti~t m~ notef<'~only in the event the pattern 11
., I
resonates with something'~1°ready fatrtmar to them, such as '::f'face'J'hi~ tri~£tlth'iffh ~tMt~ M q
addition to the basic three"commuJic~~.on components the}~§~; fuust also have a code ~ P ( VI,,
book t6 discriminate messages fr6m nort,\messages. Only those patterns listed in the
rJf/1V11--er,u,
1
receiver's code book will be rec0gnized a·~ messages, and only by a receiver who is at the
right place at the right time. Itis these elerµents of place, time, and code book that lorf:{'
~ e us to re-examine our views of what w._e know and how we know it.
-ro iUf! iJv\, w, h 1-e l, ;j ,- r/1 //
\\
R~/,fy 7fl /f' J t f' _r:,
The rock shapes on the cliff we shall cal'\ an 11 e11tolog". These s h a p e s ~ IA:/ !Ji r?; Jf'
1
different level or order of existence than do the ~ftterns of light a1»! shadm~\.?~h
~re-h ·~
configuration of intensity and direction of light cof~o'ffdsto~natw~ s'hall tJrm fu dl,,4_,
11
epistem 11 • Every epistem interacting with the ontol~g creates a particular set of patterns 'lr
we shall call a "world". ,The observer finds some of~world's patterns of interest and
records them while ignoring others. But some form$\ such as the face of the Chief cannot
be ignored. So it is with our ontological interaction w~h the physical world. We select as
our reality certain patterns, but at no time do we chang~ the cliff. In addition to selecting
patterns from a given world, we can choose to significate, a different epistem and its
resulting world anq patterns. Some worlds are richer in c~rrespondences with our code
book than are oth~rs. The basic question in this metaphori~al construct is, "what is the
source and origin of the code book?"
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page 2 .
There is allure in the case of mysteries. This arises from
the challenge to est~~+jsh which possibility is the correct one.
An example of this is ;the Great Pyramid at Gizeh. It is assumed
that the builders had a particular design in mind, but there are
so many mathematically consistent designs that fit or nearly fit
the actual pyramid that we cannot decide which, if any, the
builders had in mind. Uncertainty and unanswerability, therefore
mystery, allure, and challenge.
Another example is the set of Friedman models of the
universe. In these models the task is to decide whether the
curvature of space-time is positive, negative, or zero. The
actual universe appears to be very near zero, i.e. near a value
such that it is very difficult to identify whether the actual
curvature lies above, below, or at zero.
In both of these cases, it is assumed that only one of the
possibilities is correct. The intriguing part is that there is so
little difference between the "real" value and the values of the
alternatives. It is this latter attribute, the difficulty of
making the determination, that creates the mystery. Thus a
mystery is a) many things and b) difficulty in deciding which
oneJs- c.-,rre_c,,/.,
Why do mysteries occur? Why do so many systems occur within
a cluster of alternate possible values? There seems to be some
propensity for a system to seek a region of high density in
similarity space. Is this because there exist many viable
alternatives near at hand and if one is blocked another is
readily available. We might surmise a theorem: The cutting edge
of a viable system seeks a region rich in alternatives, affording
maximum choice, maximum option space. We could then say, for
example, that the universe evolves so as to maximize its
options, and the universe evolves so as to maximize its
potential. A similar, and possibly related theorem, would state
that action occurs at the interface between different regions,
especially regions of different density (frequency). It seems
that new systems emerge in the interstices.
( vlv.,<--< 71- ~ J
But do we sometimes convert a congeries into a mystery by
imposing the imperative of decidability, the monistic constraint
that only one member of the set is "true".
!lv;,,:,,.,,,_M<-7 ~/ V-41C&-v,,_6-z,j,y//,,,
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ON MYSTERIES AND MYSTERIA

•

•

A MYSTERY IS A SET OF POSSIBILITIES ONLY ONE OF WHICH
IS TRUE.
A MYSTERIUM IS A SET OF FACETS ALL OF WHICH ARE TRUE.
A FANTASY IS A SET OF SPECULATIONS NONE OF WHICH
NEED BE TRUE.

Sets of possibilities may be classified in two categories:

•

1) The first category we shall call a mystery. It is a
collection or set of events or configurations only one of
which is real or true, the others possibly differing from
the true by only minute amounts or details. The task is to
decide which is the real or true member of the set.
EXAMPLE:
The Great Pyramid of Gizeh.
Its design fits many
mathematical models. The builders probably employed a
particular model in their design. Which one?
EXAMPLE; The curvature of space-time. Do we live in a
universe whose curvature is> O, = O, or< O?
EXAMPLE: Any of the genre "who dunnit?" where there may be
many suspects but only one culprit.
2) The second category we shall term a mysterium. It is a
collection or set of events or configurations all of which
are real or true. Usually the members or facets of the set
may not be seen simultaneously, in fact it may be possible
to view but one at a time. The task is to construct the set
as an entity from knowledge of the attributes of its various
facets. This is not the same as generalization.
EXAMPLE:
Quantum reality.
The nature of fundamental
particles seems to depend on how they are observed. Each
mode of observation results in a different aspect or facet
of the particles (e.g. wave and particle). All are true but
what is the "defaceted" structure?
EXAMPLE: Altered states of consciousness. There appear to
be several states of consciousness only one of which can be
present at one time. Can we construct Consciousness from the
attributes of the various states or facets?

•

•

Page 2 .
The "ur-problem" often is to determine whether we are dealing
with a mystery or a mysterium.
EXAMPLE: Afterlife.
Is there life after death, if so is it a
mystery or a mysterium? Is there one true situation or are there
many depending on ... ? Is it decided or constructed?
EXAMPLE: Theology. Is the subject matter of theology a mystery or
a mysterium?
When we are dealing with a mystery there is decision, selection,
and exploration. When we are dealing with a mysterium there is
construction, creation, and invention. Ultimately the quadric:
Pre-existing
Mystery - - - - - - - I - - - - - Mysterium
Currently Created
THE DYNAMIC OF MYSTERY

•
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There is allure in the case of mysteries. This arises from
the challenge to establish which possibility is the correct one.
An example of this is again the Great Pyramid at Gizeh. It is
assumed that the builders had a particular design in mind, but
there are so many mathematically consistent designs that fit or
nearly fit the actual pyramid that we cannot decide which, if
any, the builders had in mind. Uncertainty and unanswerability,
therefore mystery, allure, and challenge.
Another example is the set of Friedman models of the
universe. In these models the task is to decide whether the
curvature of space-time is positive, negative, or zero. The
actual universe appears to be very near zero, i.e. near a value
such that it is very difficult to identify whether the actual
curvature lies above, below, or at zero.
In both of these cases, it is assumed that only one of the
possibilities is correct. The intriguing part is that there is so
little difference between the "real" value and the values of the
alternatives. It is this latter attribute, the difficulty of
making the determination, that creates the mystery. Thus a
mystery is a) many things and b) difficulty in deciding which one
is correct.
Why do mysteries occur? Why do so many systems occur within
a cluster of alternate possible values? There seems to be some
propensity for a system to seek a region of high density in
similarity space. Is this because there exist many viable
alternatives near at hand and if one is blocked another is
readily available. We might surmise a theorem: The cutting edge
of a viable system seeks a region rich in alternatives, affording
maximum choice, maximum option space. We could then say, for
example,
that the universe evolves so as to maximize its
options, and the universe evolves so as to maximize its

•

Page 3 .
potential. A similar, and possibly related theorem, would state
that action occurs at the interface between different regions,
especially regions of different density (frequency). It seems
that new systems emerge in the interstices. (Where there possibly
exist beats)
But sometimes we convert a mysterium into a mystery by
imposing the imperative of decidability, the monistic constraint
that only one member of the set is "true", replacing the set of
actual truths. We do this because we feel uncomfortable with
alternatives, with ambiguity, with complexity.
We may assert apodictically that Creation is a Mysterium.
And it must be emphasized that: Mysteria and orthodoxy are
incompatible. In mysteria there are no heresies .

•

•

NUMBER [ 16
]
SUBJECT [ INFRASTRUCTURES
TEXT [ Infrastructures are frameworks used to organize experience, data,
information.
The table on which to place the dots.
A primary use is for retrieval. Thus a data base is an infrastructure.
Retrieval is a quest
Quests may be 1) for a class or set,
2) for a specific element
Search is to add new dots to the table, new cards to the data base
A category crisis is when there is no place for the new dots in the
existing infrastructure.
]
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INFRASTRUCTURES
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SEQUENCES
Elements
Dimentions
rules

Terms
Set by initial
condition.S
R~cmswe or explicit

Are themselves~ tiles ~ ~
Can be linked in many ways

•

{C..c-tiJ

Cf?

~.Y

Databases?
Optics?

T{3 ((: t-1/

.:r- are elements
I
These "codes" (or topic)
Juxtapose them
No intersects
If~. then 3 union
/=essay?
' = picture?
/
Union~ a????
I rJl ~ 1!}rt;,15
' ••
J',,,. 1-e,r ~ t ~ ~ de~tton?
9<-tl What ~ a dimension
A parameter?
The intersect ~
a parameter?
Dimension?
Elements)
o
Dimension
1 linear
Topic
2
Picture
3
t f">l.c;.-Zt-l'<if)
4

THE PENETRATING

POWER OF MORE
THAN ONE

APPROACH
ANALOGOUS
ALTERNATIVES!

The importance of fragm\~ia:;jn

{photons} ~ force, link connection ⇒ forces ~ 1 dim link
{bits} ~ links
Higher order links 't'~;-,e..,,, p~~
Worldvier4
Godel order 3 's cannot be consistently fit together
.. ~ven one order 4

•

truth o u t I Capitalism Is Experiencing An Existential Crisis

Page3 of'&

•

•

•

06-02-15

Brahma may have designed the world
So that many pieces could fit together
In differentways [cf tiles and tessellations]
And some in but one way [cf gig-saw puzzle]

multiplicity
diversity

We must discourse which pieces fit in only one way,
Which can fit in several, alternative ways.
Dl=:JffeW't:;;:J

E.g. The above ,tits at least 3 topics
Is a topic a picture?
Or is a picture = a {topics}?
Or a topic ~ a dimension - a parameter in a data bat') e
No, a topic is the intersect of several parameter irA picture is the union

•

Organization
Devices
All metaphors

Elements

DATABASES

:::::: TESSALLATIONS

Dimensions

parameters

propJ,sitions

x,y,z ...
values
.,
..,.
x,y,z
Values
etc.
Algebra
etc.

e.g. date
time

Tiles[~t
colors]
'Mfa/J4
e.g. square.a
?? hexagons

Aesthetics
Ethics
Morality

Grammar

SPACES

~·

;::::

;::::

Language

words

'x,
Rules

VENN
Logic

OPTICS~ COMPUTERS
Photons
bits

•

•

{ORX
Organizing Experience
Myth, Gods, Reiig1ons, Government

r-~~

Grounds Spaces - The Table
Matrices
Spaces and Databases Optics Metaphors

The two traditions
. _.
1) The Answer - Certainty Finalism Islam
Religion, cults, fundamentals
Law thinks, fua<ind on new world
2) ~~~ Approximations
.
Taosim, Buddhism, Talmud, Science
Lamp
Jefferson in direction

•

p.ctr/l')'vC-1'\. , - ~

Rraffilleters

Henaek ides , r/bror.,, k L, J bJ

The Loss of Uncertainty
Beyond skepticism
Real openness
tooking at the Mystery itself.
'3?~
.
, ~ :s -h-c,._,1_ e1,

Or current answer

f:.;V ,e,

I .,, " / ,-,,..7

flu. Jn-e..-v ,-~ v 5

there are two kinds of successive aooroximations

Pix~.l a.ei1$ity ~
·

·

Pixel domain ared

{t

1 those that decrease the
penumbi,ra-

More .definitive

f l:1iq$e tll(lt e~p@d tlle
penumbra/

Mote inclusive
⇒Bfa Picture

Increasing what we know
Increasing our realization of what we do not know
The two walls of Mystery

•

⇒Accuracy

•

00-4>-2--1 t
ForMMM

jORX
SPACES
Devices for organizing elements
Our common sense space is a framework for organizing things
and when we thriw in time
for organizing events
i.e. space is a container
andcontext

a container of things, events, experience.
Matliefilaticians nave invented or studies-{ffl.e ~~d:'/>-e,.;-fr-1,,o rrf'
Many kinds of space [from Euell~ Hibert, and Banaol]
Rieman, Lobueliefsky, P a ~ Poifi\c.-t'W-'t
13~,::z,c-h
Slopes, curvature, parallels
SPACES w DATABASES-w Tessellations
•

· Other spaces: (beside maffl.ematics)
Astronauts
Architect:,
-FengSui

Landscape

Space Moods
·/4-'-'?
Th~Forces-

Therates
The elements
The infinitesimals
8.rAcri a Metaphor

•

Two mostnmdamentalde:v.:ices.

-Spac~s. Databas~s

